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What Did You Want to be When You Grew Up

Wanted to be a 
well-paid, 

famous writer 
who did not live 
with her parents

Did NOT want to 
be a teacher 

BUT needed a 
way to get paid 
so she did not 

have to live with 
her parents 



Why Writing



My First Writing Memory (Second Grade)



Then There’s This (Sixth Grade)...
“You really have a ‘gift’ of 

writing down your feelings 
about things you read. I 

truly feel that you should 
push yourself into a field of 

writing as an occupation. 
Think about it and develop 
it. Keep writing for the pure 

joy of it.”



And This (Fourth & Fifth Grade)

Notice the 
self-edits 

in my diary



And This (From Ninth Grade-College)

I made a New Year’s 
Resolution when I 

was 14 to write 
daily.  I did that from 

14-21.



My Pathway



My Day Job



Parallel Tracks



Educational Inspirations

Dee Schwartz Corrie GilesHoward LyonSam Kool



Professional Inspirations

Robin Zymroz Sarah Jane 
Thomas

Catie Huber



Professional Inspirations

Melissa Laun

In a 2018 Gallup article, “Why We Need Best Friends at Work,” 
Annemarie Mann explains the importance of a workplace best 
friend, particularly for women.  In comparison to women who 
strongly disagree that they have a best friend at work, women 
who strongly agree are:
● less likely to be actively looking or watching for job 

opportunities
● more connected with their coworkers, knowing what is 

expected of them and trusting their integrity and ethics
● more likely to rate their own, their team's and their 

organization's performance more excellently
● more likely to take risks that could lead to innovation
● more likely to have a positive experience during the day, 

such as enjoying what they do, making more progress and 
getting recognized for successes

● less likely to report having a negative experience during 
the day such as worry, stress and feeling tired



My Writing 
Pathway



The Start of Lyon’s Letters

Robyn R. 
Jackson
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How’d You Do It

George Curous Dave Burgess



How’d You Do It
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How’d You Do It

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E3kw-hxPl013RWpohko06ljPftlNX4KX/preview


Why’d You Do It

Paula Bevan



Why’d You Do It

Paula Bevan
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Why’d You Do It



Explain the Title

Why the 4 
Levels Matter

SO WHAT

The 4 Levels of 
Engagement

WHAT

Strategies to 
Deepen 

Engagement

NOW WHAT
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Explain the Title

“...it is possible to achieve the highest levels of engagement in 
schools but doing so, is not common.  It does exist, but many 
people have never seen it, some don't even believe it's possible 
because they can't even imagine it, and still others think they’ve 
achieved it even when they haven’t. In schools, absorption (the 
highest form of engagement) would look like student-driven 
environments where students initiate the learning and are 
intrinsically compelled to learn. They want to keep at it after the 
bell rings. After the lesson is over. After the unit is done. Even if 
they weren’t getting graded. It’s out there, but it’s a narwhal.”  



Explain the Title

www.cutt.ly/Narwhal



What Is Engagement
Discussion Questions

1. What assignments did you copy from others when you were in 
school?

2. How do you do your taxes?  Yourself electronically, via an 
accountant, etc?  Why do you choose that method?

3. Talk about a class you took in school because you knew that it 
would be helpful towards your GPA? 

4. What are your hobbies that you do in your free time?  Talk about 
the expenses (including time and/or money) that it costs to do 
those things.



What Is Engagement

Engagement
=Enjoyment of the Task 

+ Reward for the Task 
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What Is Engagement

Remember Golidlocks



What Is Engagement

Be on the lookout for 
behavioral compliance but 
non-compliance with the 

learning



What Is Engagement

The easiest way to create 
engagement is by offering 

choice and voice



What Is Engagement

Every student should find a 
way to be absorbed in 

school 



What Is Engagement

Interest is the aim for every 
student in every classroom 

every day



What Is Engagement

People are absorbed in 
feelings not just in tasks



What Is Engagement
Discussion Questions

1. What assignments did you copy from others when you were in 
school?  NORMALIZED NON-COMPLIANCE

2. How do you do your taxes?  Yourself electronically, via an 
accountant, etc?  Why do you choose that method?  
RULE-FOLLOWER COMPLIANCE

3. Talk about a class you took in school because you knew that it 
would be helpful towards your GPA? INTERESTED STRATEGISTS

4. What are your hobbies that you do in your free time?  Talk about 
the expenses (including time and/or money) that it costs to do 
those things. ENTHUSIAST 



My Side Job



Questions 
Feedback
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